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Abstract 
Distr~buted Computing Systems (DCS) with their attractive features of h~gh per 
formance avadability and extensibdity at low coats have found wide appllcatmns in 
present day computing environments Apart from general purpose computing they 
also find application in many spec~alized fields One such application is in modern 
aerospace systems where there 1s a need to execute misslon critical and computation 
intensive tasks very often at different sites or nodes spread over several geograph 
i d l y  distributed locatlorn A distnbuted computing system can be very effkctively 
used as a model for such purposes 
Due to uneven and random arrival of loads at different nodes and/or due to 
the difference m processing capawtles of the nodes it often happens that there is a 
build up of load at some nodes while at others there a under loading For better 
utilization of the processing capxity offered by a DCS there should be a uniform 
spread of the load Th~s cab for proper schedulmg of the load arr~vmg mto the 
system The present work is a antr~bution m this area 
In the literature load scheduling dgarithms have been classified 1n many different 
ways According to one such classification they are classified into centraheed and 
decentralized algorithms In a centralized system loads arrive at a particular node 
(the schednler) which schedules the job to various nodes in the DCS In a more 
genedued set up namely the decentrahed system some or all nodes in the system 
act as schedulers apart from their role as processors 
Based on the nature of the information used load scheduling algorithms can 
be classified as static or dynamic algorithms In tatic algorithms the decision t o  
transfer is taken based on the a pnon knowledge of the system In the first part of 
the thesis we discuss one such static scheduling approach called probabilistic load 
schedulmg We consider a centralized system for discussion Loads arrive randomly 
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at the central scheduler and the arrival process is assumed to be Poisson These 
loads are scheduled to various nodes based on a fixed probability distribut~on that 
IS computed so as to minirnm the mean response time of the system The problem 
of determinmg thls opt~mal probabihty d~stnbution IS formulated as a non linear 
programming problem We derive closed form solution to the problem when the 
servlce time is exponentially distributed Under a certitln condition called the drop 
out rule/condrtron one or more of the slower processors may not be allocated any 
load When the service times follow a genera distnbut~on no closed form solutlon 
exists and so we present a numerical algorithm to solve the minimization problem 
and to ~dentify nodes that are dropped out Although the drop out rule has been 
discussed earlier m the literature m this thesis we present some analytlcd results 
that pla,ce the dropout rule on a firm theoretid basis and help in formulating a 
systematic solution procedure 
Next we consider a central~zed system in whleh there are two classes of loads 
One class of loads arrive at the central scheduler and are called global loads These 
can be scheduled to any of the awlable nodes The other class called local loads 
arrlve dlredly at rndivldud nodes and demand sennce at the same node We &scuss 
the sohtion to the problem of non preempt~ve probabhsttc scheduling of the global 
loads among the nodes when the two classes of load receive different priorities and 
the effect of th local loads on the drop out rule for the global loads No closed form 
solution to the problem exists and hence we present a numer~cal procedure to obtam 
the solution When low prior~ty is gwen to the global loads stabhty of the global 
load queue automatically ensures the stability of the local load qu ue But when 
hlgh priority is gwen to global loads &an extra constrasnts are required to ensure 
the stabdity of the local load queue This makes the scdut~on procedure for this case 
somewhat chfferent from the previous case 
These results m st&c load scheduling find a number of practical applications 
apaxt from their appl~catlons in distributed comput~ng networks W e  present one 
such application m rnamufadur~ng systems namely a machme-repar system conslst 
ing of one operations stage and more than one repar stages Failed machines are 
akheduled to the repan stage8 such that their avadab~hty 1x1 the operahons stage IS 
maxIrnum Solut~on to thls dosed queuing model bemg d~fficult we approximate it 
k, an open queumg model and use the eadier mentioned msu1ts of probab~hstic load 
sicheduling to salve the problem W e  denve bounds on the enor xavolved in a p p x  
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]mating the model and show that the error decreases wlth the number of machmes 
in circulat~on in the system and drops to neghgible values very quickly (I e for a 
reasonably small number of machines c~rculatmng in the system) We also discuss an 
application of the priority model to manufacturing systems We discuss the effect of 
preventive mamtenance of servers on the dropout rule The maintenance 1s treated 
as the local load We show through an ~llustrative xample that fast servers could 
get dropped out ahead of the slower ones if the mamtenance rate be h~gher 
Stat~c load scheduling IS popular because of the ease of implementation of such 
algorithms But in static dgorithms wrong decisions are very common For example 
there IS a non zero probabdity that a load from an under loaded node is transferred 
to a node that is overloaded Also in a decentdized system the evolution ofthe 
state of a node is far more complex than in a centralized sy tern Predlctmg the 
behaviour of the system a pnon at the start of the sesslon becomes very difficult 
As a result the performance of such algorithms is inferior to dynamic algor~thms 
whld  base their declslon on the current state of the system The state of the system 
provides a better a ~ d  to decision maktng than the a pmn knowledge of the system 
In dynammc algor~thms as applied to decentralized systems more than one node 
a c t s  as a scheduler bes~des processing the load Thls nece sltates the exchange of 
the state information between the nodes The information excbang d cmns~sts of 
all the data that would be required to carry out proper load sharurg between the 
nodes In the literature lt IS generally assumed that the rate of arrival of loads 
are constant mth respect to time But in this them we consider a more realistic 
sltuat~on by not mahng t h ~ s  assumption An estlmate of the amvat rate (estimated 
by averagmg the number of arrivals over the past) can be used to handle the time 
vanations T h s  estimated d u e  of amvd rate has to be communicated along with 
the state of the node One of the common modes of ex& nglng state information 
is by penodsc broadcastrng In period~c broadcasting th exchange takes place at 
regular l n t e d s  of time Shorter the lengths of interval b tter the performance of 
algorithm is expected to be But the exchange of lnformatlon lnvolves cammun catm 
overheads which very often is quite considerable So to reduce the overheads it 1s 
necessary to reduce the frequency of the information exchange We present a sender 
init~ated algorithm - called the Estrmuted Load Informatron Sch dulzng Algotrthm 
(ELISA) - in which the state exchanges between the nodes are very infrequent A 
node that desires to transfer some load to  an under loaded node estimates the load 
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on the other nodes in the system and based on the estimated load lnformatlon the 
decision to transfer or not to transfer 1s taken To est~mate the load on the other 
nodes 1x1 the system the estimate of the arrival rates at these nodes is used instead 
of an assumed constant value 
We present results of simulations done to study the performance of the agorlthm 
Some of the Issues like effect of var~ation of certam system parameters are better 
studled in a small system Hence we first study a two processor system and corn 
pere the perfbrrnance of ELISA mth some standwd algorithms like perfect shmlq 
(scheduling with perfect mformation) no sharing Ni Hwang model and random 
sharing The performance of the estimated ~nformat~on algorithm IS shown to be 
comparable to perfect shaxing and better than other algorithms in miniminng the 
mean response t ~ m e  of the system We then study the effect of the vanation of the as 
nval rate on the mean response t ~ m e  of the system It turns out that ELISA and the 
perfect sharmg algorithm stabilize to a constant value in a reasonable time while the 
others do not We then study the effect of parameters like threshold level estimation 
interval and state information exchange interval on the performaace of ELISA As 
IS expected the performance deteriorates as the est~mat~on interval mcreases while 
the var~atxons ~n the state ~nformat~on exchange interm1 does not seem to have any 
pronounced effed on the ped'rmanoe Wxth w1akson 3n threshold we find that the 
mean response tlme of the system attams a mmimm value and further decrease (of 
the threshold for the slower processor) or Increase (of the threshold for the faster 
processor) does not 4ter the performance in any way 
For a more realistic perEorma,nce of the algorithm we then present sirnulatmn 
stud~es on a mult~&mensmnaJ hypercube Here too we compare the performance 
of ELISA w ~ t h  the standard dgorithns considered xn the two processor case The 
simulation shdm mth the two processor system and the rndtidirnmslanal hypercube 
system show that a cons~dersble amount of ~rnprovement can be achieved by m&ng 
use of estimated load mformatton for SCEzeduhg 
The thesis conchdes mth a mmrn411ty of g t s  cantrxbutmns snd same su$gplst~oas 
for future work ~n thxa area 
